Color and texture
The unique texture redirects light for enhanced visual depth, promising a step-change improvement over flat-panels’ appearance. The coating has been responsively designed, so its subtle shading mirrors the eye’s natural horizontal motion. Let your eyes play over the surface, and delight in how it breaks up the light, creating an endless series of shifting, shimmering tones.

Durability
Formulated with enhanced WeatherXL™ silicone polyester, this product delivers proven superior quality for outstanding performance. For all its beauty, it features an enduring weatherability to resist fading, scratching and chalking.

For the “green” side of you
A texture coating that meets current solar reflectivity (SR) standards for LEED and Energy Star, which helps keep buildings cooler and energy costs down.

Valspar Coil and Extrusion Coating Division
888-306-2645
coilhelp@valspar.com
valsparcoilextrusion.com/weatherxlcrinkle
Standard Colors

- Light Stone WXD0080T
  SR .54 TE .88 SRI 63

- Cocoa Brown WXB1037T
  SR .33 TE .86 SRI 34

- Hawaiian Blue WXL0037T
  SR .28 TE .86 SRI 27

- Charcoal WXA0111T
  SR .33 TE .88 SRI 35

- Ash Gray WXA0126T
  SR .43 TE .88 SRI 48

- Rural Red WXR0085T
  SR .35 TE .86 SRI 37

- Evergreen WXG0034T
  SR .33 TE .87 SRI 35

- Black WXA0157T
  SR .31 TE .86 SRI 31

- Timber Tan WXD0086T
  SR .45 TE .88 SRI 51

- Burnished Slate WXB1017T
  SR .31 TE .87 SRI 32

- Burgundy WXR0099T
  SR .29 TE .86 SRI 29

- Rustic Red WXR0128T
  SR .32 TE .87 SRI 33

- Silver Sage WXG0054T
  SR .33 TE .88 SRI 35

- Rust WXR0105T
  SR .36 TE .87 SRI 39

- Gallery Blue WXL0048T
  SR .26 TE .87 SRI 25

- Forest Green WXG0048T
  SR .25 TE .87 SRI 24

- Dark Brown WXB1052T
  SR .31 TE .87 SRI 32

Meets LEED 2009 • Meets ENERGY STAR • Meets LEEDv4 All Steep Slope Roof Requirements